Upward Bound,
Onward, Forward

By DARRYL ZINCK
Last summer, a special five week tutoring program for eighth
grade boys from low income families was sponsored by St. Louis
U. High. Thirty-two boys took part in the program which ran from
June 21 to July 24. Five Jesuits, three alumni, and five members of
the Class of '72 participated in the project. Fr. McKenzie and Mr.
Kramer S.J. were the two teachers from St. Louis U. High. Bob
DeVoto, Phil Eisele, Mike Williams, Walt Griffin, and Thorn
Digman were the student tutors and counselors from the school.
The participants assembled at SLUH at 8:00 on Monday mornings and were taken to the now defunct Passionist Seminary in
Warrenton, Mo., where the program was held. They spent the
week there and returned home on Friday about 5:00.
There were three basic goals set up for the program. The
first goal was to teach the kids English, Math, Reading, and
Writing; secondly, to develop good study habits in the students,
and finally to develop a good human community among the
Student perfori'IUlnce of Pyramus and Thisb e.
participants.
The student's day was an active
one, filled with classes, study
sessions, and sports. From 8:00 to
noon, the students attended
regular classes in . the different
subjects. The afternoons consisted
of assigned study and sports activities. They were instructed in
soccer, basketball, handball,
swimming and other activities.
Bob DeVoto was in charge of the
swimming program in which even
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL- BACKER MEMORIAL, ST. LOUIS, MO.
non-swimmers progressed to
various stages of swimming
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27 Jesuits Forfeit Draft .Exemption
By DICK HUDSON and TOM MINNEMAN
At the present, there have been state, "We doubt that our governLast June, twenty-seven Jesuit while I cooperate in a system
scholastics from various provinces which takes the very students that no federal steps taken because of ment has either the interest or the
throughout the country rejected I teach and places them in this action (technically punishable courage to prosecute us."
their clerical exemption from the situations where they often must by five years in prison and/or
$10,000 fine). The draft-age Jesuits
draft. One of these twenty-seven, fight and kill their fellow man."
W. Joseph Kramer, S. J., is a ~-------------------------~
freshman-senior English teacher
here at S.L.U.H. The group both
We Jesuits, Americans, men of draft age, have tried to listen to the
issued a formal statement of their gospel, the word of Him to whom we are vowed.
beliefs, and ·individually returned
And now it is the eleventh hour, many others have been working
or destroyed their selective service through the scorching heat of the day. They have proclaimed with their
cards.
lives the power of non-violent suffering love. We think especially of our
Mr. Kramer and the twenty- Brother Jesuits, Daniel Berrigan and Joe Mulligan. Such men and women
seven others state, "We have were hired at dawn while we were sleeping. It is they who have awakened
watched as men our own age are us from our slumber; caused us once again to listen to the call.
forced by their government to
Indeed the time is late, but the work is far from complete: despite our
commit murder or face im- limitations, even our impotence, we can no longer remain inert; the
prisonment, while our bodies are owner of the vineyard calls us even more loudly than before.
immune to conscription hidden
We will no longer cooperate with the Selective Service system which
behind our clerical exemptions." is the machine of international murder.
"In the past, the Church and its
We will no longer carry a draft card which is either a hunting license
clergy have been 'Bought off' with or a death warrant.
We will do everything we can to resist this war and t~ heal the
the 4-D exemption (apparently
because fighting and being a man national insanity of which it is the most glaring symptom.
of God don't mix very well)."
We know that what we are doing- though it is really very little very
remarks Mr. Kramer. "As a late-does put us outside the law.
teacher, I do not feel that I can
Mr. Joseph Kramer, S. J.
teach and preach n o n v i o l e n c e " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . #
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An Ideal State

By TERRY ALTEPETER
The 32nd session of Missouri Boys' State was held this past June, and
a relatively large contingent of Jr. Bills attended. Boys' State, sponsored
by the American Legion, is a one-week program in government, open to
high school students about to enter their senior year. A model state
government is set up and operated for and by the citizens of this mystical
"51st state." All regular government functions operate in the manner the
elected officials decide is best for the whole state, and close contact is
available between elected officials and the citizens.
The SLUH delegation this past summer consisted of Tom Digman,
Mark Mantovani, Terry Altepeter, Al Oehler, Mike Quinley, Pat Kearns,
and Paul Dooley, and did rather well for itself. Digman won a seat in the
Senate, Montovani was elected by his city to be its mayor, Altepeter was
elected as chief law officer in his county, sheriff, and Quinley, although
losing in his bid for his party's nomination, was impressive in his campaign, and lost to the eventual state governor.
The main division unit in MBS was the city. All competition during
the week was between cities, with the goal having your city named"Model City". There were 16 cities in Boys' State, with an average
population of 60 citizens. The citizen's city and political party were
chosen for him at random before he arrived, and so all there was left for
him to do was to begin whatever political work he had in mind for himself.
The next division above the city was the county, with two cities
comprising one county. All inter-city competitions were also used to
decide "Model County". The highlights of the week were the Talent Show
on one night and the closing ceremonies the following morning.
Highlights of the ceremonies are the announcements of Model City,
Model County, and the two delegates to Boy's Nation.
Boys' State program can have several advantages to participants.
For some, it can simply be a week away from home. For others, it can be
a useful item in their forming personal ideas about the functions of
government, and their participation in government. For all, it can mean
a distinguishing factor on their college transcripts, and possible acceptance into one of the better colleges in the country. Finally, it can give
you the opportunity to test the ideas you have about government, and the
chance to find out the real pros and cons of our type of government.

Bellarmtne
Shows
Many Talents
By LARRY MALCIC
The Bellarmine Club opens its new season this year with the
Rockhurst Tournament on the 7th and 8th of October. The Club has high
hopes because 11 of its members traveled to institutes over the swnmer
at their own expense. Also, Fr. Windle, the Mssrs. Gold, Marchand,
Cniig, and Schulte have promised to help Fr. Jost as assistant
moderators.
After Rockhurst, the Club plans on attending the Invitationals to be
held at Hickman High, M.U. Lab (in Colwnbia), William Christman, and
Park Hill (in Kansas City). The Club is also planning to attend other
tournaments throughout the state. St. Louis area tournaments sponsored
by the Greater St. Louis Speech League and the Catholic Interscholastic
Speech League will also be attended by the Bellarmine Club.
A wide variety of speaking activities are contained within the
Bellarmine Club. In the field of public speaking, debate, extemporaneous
speaking, and original oratory are offered. Dramatic and hwnorous
interpretation are available as are also duet acting, radio speaking, and
prose and poetry reading. Anyone interested in these events is welcome
to come to the new Bellarmine Office Room 221.
.
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DAUPHIN PLAYERS
Rock Your Own Thing
By CONNIE BR!Tf
On the weekends of October 15-17 Dale Roach, Terry Altepeter, Greg
and 21-24, the Dauphin Players will Krause, and Diane Daniels.
dramatically "kick-off" its year
In November, the second
with the rock-musical Your Own production of the year, You Can't
Thing.
This
multi-media Take It with You, will take shape
production with movies, slides, and on the new-look auditoriwn's
other sights and sounds will be stage. It is a comedy about two
done in the modern idiom. Your young lovers and the problems
Own Thing; book by Donald they experience with one of the
Driver, music and lyrics by Hal involved's family.
Hester and Danny Apolinas;
The third play of the year, The
opened in New York in 1968 (the
same year as Hair). The New York Serpent, will be put on in
drama critics picked Your Own December, and the last production
Thing as the best musical of that of the 1971-1972 school year is a big
year. When it opens on our stage, it musical entitled Pajama Party. It
will be the St. Louis premier of this is scheduled for the weekend of
show. The male leads are Gene March 11-13. We encourage anyone
Howard and Art Meyer. Female who is at all interested in being in
leads are held by Julie Sparks and plays to try out when the time and
Sue Einig. Rounding out the cast place for these tryouts are anare Tom Gassner, Mark Glaude, nounced.

uMod" Progresses
In Area

By PHIL FINGERHUT
One of the newest and most controversial experiments in education is the modular system. Three schools, among others, in
Saint Louis have adopted the modular schedule: Rosati-Kain has
employed it fully for two years; Notre-Dame High School is on
its fourth year; and a newcomer is Saint Elizabeth Academy.
The modular system gives a student more free time to do
independent studies and research give more free time and more
during school time. Classes vary in responsibilities in preparation for
length from day to day, with some college work or other work
students having complete free time projects. Students are not subfor certain subjects on specified jugated to a strict routine of fifty
days. The periods are usually minute classes five days a week at
shorter than the fifty minute the same time every day. Some
classes we employ here.
students may have only one or two
These shorter classes and in- class periods on a specified day.
dependent study periods give a
.
student more responsibilities and
~or
,example,
at
Samt
opportunities to pursue individual Ehza~th s ~.math. class ;'~lay last
interests. The student may utilize three mods • or stxty mmutes on
the free time for whatever subject Monday, two mods. on Tuesday.
he wishes to work on. There is, Wednesday t~ere lS no class.
naturally, more assigned work Thursday. agam has three m~s,
given, but these may be done and on Frt?ay math c.lass la~ts JUSt
during a study period.
twen~y mmutes. ~amt Ehzabeth
Teachers are helped by this has JUSt begun tJ?s program and
system in that they have more time has m~ny conflicts because of
to prepare more highly structl}l"ed schedulmg problems.
and well organized classes for the
Student reactions vary. At Notre
smaller weekly periods. There are Dame most seniors work better
many advantages for the student, under the system and like the free
the main one being the opportunity time. The first year at· Saint
for individual attention during free Elizabeth's is confusing, and many
periods. Another help is the fact students find it hard to adapt to it
that independent research periods
(con 't. on page 8)
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Student OP-inion

EDITORIALS
I Editor's

Chair I

A month of the new school year has now gone by. Extracurriculars
are under way, of which the Prep News is one. Here are a few personal
goals that I would like to attain during my tenure as student editor of the
Prep News.
One, the Prep News must achieve a degree of respectability and
reliability among the students and faculty of this school. This will be done
by improving the quality of the articles written, expanding the range of
events covered by the paper beyond the boundaries of the school horizon,
diversifying the nature of the articles printed every week and month, and
finally, presenting the most attractive appearance possible of the copy.
Two, I hope for the paper to attract, in the future, serious journalistically inclined students who will actually experience journalism in
their association with the Prep News and enhance their writing
knowledge.
Three, I wish for the Prep News to become the best possible product
that it can be, thereby making the students and faculty proud of the
students' publication.
Lastly, and most importantly, my greatest ambition for the paper
is for it to be a forum for all student debate and controversy for any
and all relevent topics pertinent to our school situation (for example,
the student rules controversy of a few weeks ago). The Prep News can
be a convenient sounding board for all student and faculty complaints
and thus be a soap-box platform for an audience of over 900 students
and faculty. Instant communication which can squelch . rumors and
promote good will and unity. To be successful I must have YOUR sup·
port. WRITE IN!!
DAN JOYCE, Editor

A Sporting
Comment
By JOHN LUMETIA
After a year of sport's action, both professional
and scholastic, I find myself burnt out after so
much excitement. At last look our baseball Cardinals fell short for a pennant, while last winter
our high school's football team won its first State
title. To add to all this was our tennis team and
playoffs of our basketball squad.
All these success stories had their price. It's
only reasonable to expect to put out a rot of hard
work in order to achieve a great victory. But
there was more than hard work involved, there
was almost total concentration put forth by the
players to achieve their goal. It was not just a
matter of a few hours toil a day and then go back
to daily living, but a "state of mind," that I'm
sure stayed with them all. And what about the
loyal fans who shared this phychological condition
with their athletes? Didn't they pay a price to be
caught up in the excitement of their heroes' victories?
From September '70 to September '71, I have
observed, indeed at time I've been a p~rt of this
condition in which all mens' bravery, daring, and,
for lack of a better term, "life force" has been
devoted to the achievement of an athletic victory.
J;3y both participants and observers alike. Yes,
the fan has to fight at it too! Ask one of the players
(con't. on page 6)
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Clean Water's
Last Chance

Throughout Missouri, in cities large and small, in rural streams and
lakes and in our popular recreational areas, water pollution for many
years-and with growing intensity-has despoiled the beauty and use of
this natural resource. This has formed a definite threat to our well-being
and our very lives in many areas. To clean our water, $6000,000,000 over
the next 10 years is needed to provide the necessary facilities to finish the
job throughout the state.
At last, the opportunity is at hand to have this kind of money. And this
cost is ours at a fraction of the total cost to we Missourians who will
benefit from it. On Tuesday, October 5, 1971, voters throughout Missouri
will go and vote on a $150,000,000 bond issue that will provide 1/ 4 of the
needed $600,000,000.
With this state money, the Federal government would then provide
$300,000,000--50 percent of the total cost. Local governments would
provide the remaining 25 per cent.
The state's $150,000,000 would cost Missourians nothing extra. Funds
presently assigned for repayment of the 1956 state bond issue would go
increasingly toward repayment of the clean water bonds as the earlier
bonds are repaid. PrinCipal and interest would be paid out of general
revenue. If Missouri does not get the $150,000,000 from the election, the
Federal funds will go to other states.
Please, any students who can vote, vote FOR this clean water bill,
and those who can't can make a good influence on their parents. Vote
FOR on Tuesday, October 5, 1971 on the proposed constitutional amendment to authorize $150,000,000 in bonds to control water pollution in
Missouri.
DAN DUEBER

Power

Every year, the student body looks, in some way,
towards the Student Council for leadership. E very
year, the majority give up on the Council, turns its
back, and at the year's conclusion, these people say
that student government is a farce here at SLUH. If it
indeed is a farce, it is only because of the students
elected to the Student Council, for the potential is there
for progress. These two-faced and short-sighted people
who dismiss our student government baffle me. I ask
them, "What about the Frolics, and Coronation, the
Christmas and Thanksgiving food drives, the Carnival,
the Ad Campaign, and the Senior Follies?"
"What about the many proposals made to improve
the students' lot, and the curriculum and scheduling,
that have at least been submitted to the administration
with StuCo backing?
A question must be put to all students who feel
student council action is ineffective year after year.
What do they want from Student Government? If it is
more representation, I can see that. If it is fairer
election practices, I can see that, too. But if they want
students making decisions which are arbitrarily put
into effect, regardless of administration and faculty
opinion, then I must say, "Whoa!"
Student Council must, though, serve in more than an
advisory role to the principal and his assistants. The
Council is, in effect, the students' lobby in the policymaking chambers of the administration. A bill with
Council backing must merit a lot of weight with the
principal and his officials because it actually
represents the feelings of a school of 900 students. It
would not be wise at all to cleanly ignore the expressed
wishes of the student body. Student power--the Council
D. J.
has it where it counts if it is used prudently.

The Prep News is published by
the students of St. Louis U. High
School, 4970 Oakland Avenue, St.
Louis, Missouri, 63110. Any and all
criticism or comments are
welcomed and appreciated. Letters on this and weekly issues may
be submitted to the Prep News
Letter Box and will be printed if
writer signs and OK's publication.
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Editor-in-Chief . ........ Dan Joyce
News Editor ..... .... Darryl Zinck
4sst. News Editor . .. Mike Uptegrove
Sports Editor ......... Mark Koors
Feature Editor .... . . Phil Fingerhut
Asst. Feature Ed ... Gregory Krause
Editorial Editor . . . . . . . . . D. Joyce
Asst. Editorial Ed . .. Brian McCorry
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Editor . ....... .. Mark Christopher
Assistants .... . .. .. Steve Juergens
Wence Tintera, Bob Paino
Special Art ....... .. Larry Maleic,
Mike Berry
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Warren Wimmer
Don Brandt
Lou Schuler
Mr. Stevison
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Fr. Andrew Deeman, S. J.
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VarsityGridders
Stomp Thrice
By BOB FERRARA

Tim Leahy shakes off a Northwest defenseman after grabbing a Tony Behr pass.
The Jr. Bills won this game 41-12; beat McCluer 39-20; trounced Assumption

55-6.

Over Hill••••

By TOM MINNEMAN
Although this year's cross Lammert, although, as was said
country team will miss Paul before, the team is not destroyed
Lammert, the team is not by any by the loss of Lammert. By Ocmeans destroyed with his trans- tober the t"am will be in about as
ferring to Hillsboro High School.
good of s' .ape it will be in for the
This year, the team will be season. By October, then, we
centered around sophomores Joe should have a pretty good idea of
Shea and Rick Fitzpatrick, around just how strong this year's cross
team captain Mark Meredith, a country team will be.
junior returning from last year's
This year's schedule is one of the
varsity, and Dave Raack, a senior,
and also returning from last year 's toughest they have had in recent
varsity. In addition to those four, years. By the end of the season, the
the varsity will also include Ed team will have competed in four
No rthwest,
Guignon, another of last year's invitationals--the
varsity to return, and Bob Bieg, Hancock, Beaumont, and Lutheran
Dave Hofmeister, and Keith South, four duel meets--Cleveland,
Krummenacher, all members of Vianney, Lutheran South, and
Parkway North, three tri-meets-last year's strong "B" team.
NormandySince the varsity is primarily DeSmet-CBC,
Hazelwood,
and
Mehlville-Bayless,
underclassmen, there will be a
mobility between the varsity and as well as the Bi-State meet. This
junior varsity teams. Hence, there season is tough due to the large
of
public
schools
will be no one set varsity or junior number
scheduled,
since
most
of
them
have
varsity team this year. The "B"
team is expected to be as strong as had a cross country program since
last year's team, if not stronger, junior high.
led by sophomores Dave Frane,
This year's team is pretty opTom Hilliard, Jack Huether, and timistic about the upcoming
Tom Paino.
season. The varsity is strong and
The "C" team looks very good not really damaged by Lammert's
this year, with two really strong absence, the team is just working
runners who may be running "B" that much harder to fill his place.
team by the end of the season. The Also the "B" and "C" teams are
team has the ability, but must strong this year too. So, all in all,
work ha rd with great deter.- this should be a pretty good year
mination to make up for the loss of for cross country.

This year will be a tough one for
the Junior Bills Varsity Football
team for they are returning this
season with a 4A State Championship under their belts, and
every team is out to get them.
McCluer, who we played Sept. 18,
tried to make it 4 in a row over us
looking to r egain state; and
Riverview, who we beat twice in a
row last year, will be seeking
revenge. Augustinian is going to do
everything they can to prevent
another humiliating defeat, like
last year's 50-0 whitewash.
DeSmet's going to be real tough
this season looking for the Bi-State
Crown. CBC is not likely to let any
more 1-point squeakers happen
again.
Although we're the team to beat,
we're ready for our opponents. Our
passing attack is capable of
scoring us many points as proven
in the first games. The Bills'
running game could be more
potent, but with the talented backfield in the r anks it should turn out
to be a strongpoint.
This year's Tri-Captains are
Tony Behr, Mark Clark, and Steve
Ohmer. Tony Behr, #10,· is the
starting senior quarterback. Last
year he was used sparingly to
move the offense. He is a pocket
passer, preferring to stay in the
pocket rather than roll out.
Powerhouse Mark Clark, #24, is
starting fullback. Mark provides
the power in our running attack.
He's known for being hard to bring
down. Should a dd much yardage to
running attack. Steve Ohmer, #65,
is starting guard. Steve provides
excellent blocking for running and

passing plays. Strong point in
offensive line.
Though the line is relatively
small this year, it will be able to
hold its own against the bigger
teams. Throughout the practices
Line Coach Ebbie Dunn has emphasized quickness and execution,
rather than use all the beef to
bulldoze over the opponent. An
example is "Mad Dog" Federer,
#62, termed by Mr. Martel the
meanest guy on the team and
rightly so. At only 165 pounds, Mad
Dog does a superb· job blocking
against the heavyweights. Other
students in the offense are starting
center Mark Herbers, #53; CBC
game hero Jimmy Dohr, #80; Tim
Leahy, #30, speedy senior halfback; halfback Matt Shocklee, #33;
Bill Drury, 1176, tackle; Mark
Hogrebe, #61, at guard. Defensively, our line is tough and
aggressive with Vic Jost, 1171, and
Mike Cherre, #70, at tackles ; Ohmer, and Hogrebe at guards.
Balancing the line are defensive
ends Dana Prosperi, #81 and Tom
Mehan,
#86. The defensive
secondary should be tough this
year, a threat to the passing teams,
with Tim Leahy at middle safety.
Mike Amad, #40, and Mike Koenen,
#32, as defensive halfbacks.
Rounding out the team is the
place kicker Tim Gibbons, who
adds those valuable field goals and
PAT's with his talented foot. The
well-rounded Junior Bills Football
Team should have little trouble
with vengeful opponents, and
hopes to keep the State Title at
Saint Louis (U. High).

Off And Splashing
By BRIAN McCORRY
The 1971 U. High Waterpolo
Team, with less than a handful of
returning lettermen, is looking
forward to a good season. Last
year's team, plagued by , inexperience, compiled a disappointing
record of 4-10. However, this year,
the team has improved speed and
endurance, and a year's experience, and should be a different
story.
Co-coaching duties are shared by

Fr. Valiquette and Mr. Busenhart,
who put the team through tough 2-2
1/2 hour workouts every afternoon
after school at FPCC.
Captain Larry Molina, last
year's leading scorer, heads the
varsity squad. Behind him will btl
Seniors Mark Wilhelm and Festus
Krebs, and Juniors Barnes,
Lucktemeyer, Baudendistel, Dean
and Kipp. The B team, captained
. (con't. on page 8)
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Man In
The
Corridor
By Greg Krause
For various and sundry reasons,
this edition of Man in the Corridor
is taking on a new twist. Teachers
were interviewed and asked the
following questions: 1. What was
your most rewarding experience of
the past summer? and 2. What are
you looking forward to most this
year?
WHAT WAS YOUR MOST REWARDING EXPERIENCE OF
THE PAST SUMMER?
Getting out of the Marine Corps.
Mr. Busenhart
Taking a trip to Quebec by
automobile. Mr. Hanick
Going on the midnight ramble.
Mr. Amelotti
Taking acting lessons at Washington U. Fr. J ost
Working for a month on an
Indian Mission in Wyoming
where I had taught before
coming to SLUH. Mr. Pilgram
Working with the Upward Bound
group at Warrenton.
Mr.
Kramer
Seeing the work that the present
Juniors are doing to better
their curriculum. Mr.Conway
Moving to SLUH. Fr. Durso
Visiting my relatives in Yugoslavia. Mr. Jurkovich

EDITORIAL (con't. from page 4J
at school how important the cheers
from his school's side of the stands
are for his own fortitude and his
answer will attest to the observer's
importance.
Not everyone here at school gets
into the act. For some a game
doesn't trigger an emotional
response. These students may or
may not attend games, but if they
do, their shouts are wholly artificial and forced. Possibly the
only channel for some high school
students to utilize this "life force"
would be among their friends at
dances or concerts. Whatever the
medium for their excitement is, it
is different from the majority and
therefore their life style doesn't
flow in the mainstream in this
environment.
This brings me to the crux of this
article. We all must expand our
vitality or we become prematurely
old and not necessarily wise. Out of
our heritage let an axiom guide our

Attending dancing class 3 hours
a day for 7 weeks. Mr .Craig
Meeting a lot of people in Denver, especially the Golds.
Mr. Snodgrass
A nice long stay at Frazier,
Colorado. Fr. Kellett
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING
FORWARD TO IN THIS SCHOOL
YEAR?
Helping guys discover themselves and be able to express that through their writing. Fr. Jost
I am looking forward to trying
to make an honest contribution towards building even
greater unity among students,
faculty, and parents at SLUH.
Fr. Pilgram
To see if I can really teach environmental chemistry
successfully. Mr. Conway
Feeling at home and getting to
know the students. Fr. Durso
Finding out what teaching is
like. Mr. Craig
Helping the Seniors lead the
school to a successful year
through the StuCo. Mr. Snodgrass
Greater support of the student
body and faculty for all school
sponsored events. Fr .Kellett

Billy Jack is a movie about the
treatment of Indians in our society
today. It brings out many valid
points about how Indians have
been alienated in our culture, and
the movie deals with the bigoted
townspeople of a Western town.
The movie begins with a teenage
girl, the daughter of a prominent
businessman, getting pregnant,
subsequently quarrelling with her
father, and running away to an
Indian reservation outside the
town. Her father and a racist
sheriff attempt to find her; mainly
by harassing Indians living on the
reservation. Billy Jack, the halfbreed Indian who is the story's
main character, then tries to gain
revenge for the injustices done to

his people by the white men
seeking the young girl.
The movie is basically good and
it has a fine theme (the crusader
against bigotry), however, there
are a couple of superficial scenes
which did not add to the plot or the
final ending of the movie, and
should have been deleted. The
acting was only adequate on the
whole, and there were no fine
performances by individual actors
or actresses. The photography and
setting were good, but still Billy
thoughts: "nothing in excess".
I have lived long enough to Jack could have been better.
Chris Mier
know the value of letting my body
physically vibrate from the joy in
living and this takes the form of UPWARD BOUND
(con't. from page 1)
batting a ball or running with a
football or kicking the hell out of a ability. By the end of the program,
soccer ball. Almost as much fun is everyone could swim across the
screaming my lungs out at pool and some were performing
someone else doing it. But part of somersaults off the high dive.
maturity is learning how to
In the evenings, optional
discover other ways of ex- studyhalls were available to the
periencing these thrills, and being students(and usually used)
in
able to leave one garden for an which individual tutoring was
even more beautiful paradise. available. From 10:15 to 11:00, a
Why limit one's self to one or two of quiet period was scheduled and
life's pleasures? Breathe in as usually used for extra study or for
many luxuries as your lungs can writing in journals which the
students kept for the five weeks of
hold.
I don't know which gave me the camp.
more pleasure; a Joe Torre home
A spirit of cooperation in all
run, a state championship, or areas made it possible for the
Hermann Hesse's Narcissus and exceptional amount of studying to
Goldmund. I do know that all of be done. Each student wrote 50 - 75
them together gave me more pages of creative writing, read 6 enjoyment than any one, and 10 novels, and 15 short stories. As a
together give me a greater rapport group, they produced a. very
with more minds on this earth.
humorous ve~ion of Pyramus and
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Early in the sixties, out of
England came a group of fine
musicians who came from various
backgrounds, and who became one
of the most famous rock groups of
all times (no, not the Beatles).
Now, many records and a tragedy
at Altamont later, the Rolling
Stones are still far from being
forgotten, and if they keep on
making albums like their lastest
album, Sticky Fingers, they have
nothing to worry about. Sticky
Fingers is definitely one of the best
albums of 1971.
Besides the unique cover (which
was designed by Andy Warhol), the
Stones new album, their first on
their own label, offers a variety of
different moods and sounds. Not all
of the album has the hard-rock
sound the Stones are often
associated with. A number of cuts
rely heavily on acoustic guitar,
especially the song, "Wild Horses." "Moonlight Mile," one of the
best songs on the disc, is a slow and
lackadaisical type song. Just as the
song "Bitch" is very hard and
brassy. "Dister Morphine," a song
about a man's struggle with drugs,
is another fine song. As is " Brown
Sugar," which was released as a
single. Even though there are
many fine songs on the album ,
none seem to be what you might
call "excellent," at least in
comparison with other songs the
Stones have done in the past.
Nonetheless, the Rolling Stones
have put together another really
fine album.
Chris Mier
Thisbe. Students cleaned the
dishes, and throughout
the
buildings as well as keeping their
own rooms clean. The atmosphere
of harmonious working between
students and staff, is what
everyone agreed upon as the cause
and the of the success of the
program.
These same students will be
attending the Upward Bound
program on Saturday mornings.
Upward .Bound is a program in
which the students are tutored in
English and Math. The sessions
run from 9: 00 to 11: 30 starting
Sept. 25 and ending on the day of
the Freshman entrance exam.
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Go West Young Men
A travel agent could not have Fr. Pieper took Horace Greely's
done it better. This summer Fr. advice and went west. Using the
Pieper and seven Junior Bills; Bill Volkswagen bus, the group went to
Barta, Rich Fendler, Mark Her- South Dakota , the Sioux Indian
bers, John Jobst, Tom Patton, missions, the Bad Lands, and
They also saw the
George Telhorst, and Dave Black Hills.
Weisgerber · piled into the SLUH sights of Yellowstone and Glacier
Volkswagen bus on a camping National Parks. From there the
trip to the Northeast. The expe· summer's second expedition went
dition visited Nova Scotia, fer· into Canada to take in Lake Louise
fied to Prince Edward Island, and and the city of Vancouver. Once
went on to the Gaspe Peninsula, across the border again, all took in
Quebec, and Montreal. In Mon- Seattle and Olympic National
Park. Both trips were financed by
treal, the group saw Expo.
a
$200 donation given by the
On a second camping trip, a
group of six Junior Bills; Chris fourteen boys who took the trips.
Next summer Fr. Pieper hopes
Erkmen, Joe Dooling, Tim
Gleason, Joe and Tom Gross, and to go to Europe. Go to Europe
Dave Otto- under the leadership of young man.

OFF AND SPLASHING

"MOD" PROGRESSES

(con't . from page 5)

(con 'r. ji·om page 3)

by Mike McDonnell, has high hopes
in Soph's Kinsella and Pohr and
Freshman Tom Molina.
The teams play a total of 11
season games followed by the
District Tournament. Come
support your waterpolo team, and
help them to winning seasons.

and dislike the system. RosatiKain has increased the senior
scholarship ration under the
modular schedule. They are finding it may be true that "where
teaching ends, learni ng begins."

My mind sputtered, slowly becoming shrouded in darkness,
Engulfed in a vague anguish. The world of sights and sounds
Were encased by an opaque shell
Slowly receding from existence.
I was myself, or so I thought.
But could that last forever
Smothered in nothingness?
I could not understandFor I could feel the hands grasping
With increasing pressure on my mind,
Clamping down to prevent thought
And pain. They tightened, more, more ...
I saw colors ; brilliant colors and shapes-dancing before me
In unset patterns of peace. Glowing stars shimmered through
The translucent sky above me, slowly fading from view ...
Then I realized the truth.
A great weight lifted for a moment
And allowed me to see the events of my past- my entire past
Which flashed before my studded eyes.
My sorrows, joys, happiness raced by in an endless parade.
I saw my childhood, my growth, my development,
The present. Again the weight settled
Softly upon my thoughtless mind.
A sound, a feeling gradually growing,
Growing- until it premeated
My helpless being .
I knew life was very near
And waited.
Drifting
Drifting
Silently into eternity.
mark glaude

MAN IN ACTION

Does Mike Koenen take ballet?

